SAN FRANCISCO, Feb. 7, 2016 /PRNewswire/ -- Football fans partied 'Dave's Way' with music's hottest stars at Rolling Stone's fifth annual Big Game Bash in San Francisco last night. The only thing hotter than the music, was the after-party grub. When the house lights came up, Wendy's® treated attendees with fresh, made-to-order Dave's Single™ hamburgers and Frosty treats. Even J.B. Smoove and Annalynne McCord stopped by the Wendy's food truck for a deliciously different™ hamburger before calling it a night.

Wendy's uses only 100 percent pure, fresh North American beef raised on ranches so close to restaurants that it never has to be frozen. Each Dave's Single is topped with premium produce: crisp, cool lettuce, ripe tomato and signature crinkle cut pickles and red onion. The bakery-style bun is inspired by Dave's original recipe and is spread with Wendy's signature mayo for a light and full-flavored finish to a classic hamburger.

Wendy's food truck will continue across the country delivering hot and juicy hamburgers to consumers during their favorite events – from music festivals, sporting events, parties and more.

About The Wendy's Company
The Wendy's Company (NASDAQ: WEN) is the world's third largest quick-service hamburger company. The Wendy's system includes more than 6,500 franchise and Company restaurants in the United States and 28 countries and U.S. territories worldwide. For more information, visit www.aboutwendys.com.
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